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Marijuana 

Not legalizing marijuana in all states for medicinal purposes has adversely affected the 

health sector, with many cases of abuse being reported across the country. However, marijuana 

use in the world has raised a controversial discussion on its dangers and benefits associated with 

it. As the world tries to fight drug addiction and health complications, the use of marijuana has 

never been left out. In the US, marijuana remains the most illegal substance used, despite the 

research proving that it can be medically significant. The notion of the harmful effects of the 

drug could be decreasing if all states could legalize it. Currently, the youth do not cogitate the 

drug as being a risk to their life. Marijuana legalization for medicinal reasons is an essential topic 

for discussion as a world problem, especially on its positive impact on patients and the healthcare 

system in general. The proponent against the drug argues that it affects pregnant women and 

increases the burden in the healthcare system for treating mental illness caused by addictions. 

The increased use of marijuana in the healthcare system raises concern for everyone since not all 

people using it are meant for medical purposes, as it claims. Also, the perception that using the 

drug is not any more risk behavior puts the world at risky of controlling it. The study has shown 

that about one in ten people who consume marijuana are likely to be addicted, especially when 

they start smoking it before they reach 18 years old. Therefore, marijuana use is proven to have a 

negative and long-term impact on the user. 
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In the first place, marijuana legalization has received an objection from people following 

that it affects brain health by causing permanent loss of IQ to about eight points when people 

begin to take it at tender ages. Even after quitting marijuana, the IQ points are not restored in the 

brain, leading to mental malfunctioning. The study has shown that marijuana is the primary 

cause of depression, suicide planning, anxiety, and psychotic episodes (Volkow et al., 2223). 

Also, athletic performances are affected by marijuana as it interferes with timing, movement, and 

coordination. It is a severe problem for the country when the states are not allowed to legalize it 

for medical reasons and help the healthcare professional be prescribing them to avoid mental 

illness associated with it. The challenges athletes experiences in the use of marijuana, which is 

prohibited, can be addressed when it is legal, and those policies will not apply to them. The 

world has reported many accidents associated with drivers who use marijuana since the drug 

lowers their reactions, decreases coordination, hinders them from reacting to signals and road 

sound—pregnant women who use marijuana risk the baby's health and development. Such cases 

are attributed due to the illegal use of the drug that has made people overdose or abuse it without 

considering the health reasons underpinning it. Therefore, the negative impact of marijuana can 

be mitigated through legalization across the states. 

Despite the increased cases of marijuana use and its harmful impact, the problem can be 

solved through its legalization in all states for medicinal purposes. The advocates of legalization 

affirm that most people who have used the drug have not been harmed in any meaningful way 

compared to others like alcohol, heroin, and opioids. Legalization of the drug will allow for its 

prescriptions to be done by doctors and be used for the benefit of an individual as opposed to the 

current application, which has been associated with negatives, including the development of 

mental illness (Gundersen 37). The misleading reputation of the drug for harmlessness is based 
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on defining patterns; thus, making it to be used for treatment cannot be dangerous. For instance, 

the report that shows marijuana's risk of worsening respiratory symptoms has limited evidence as 

the drug can be regulated to avoid overdose. Marijuana enhances the cognitive performance of a 

patient with psychotic disorders, which can be more beneficial if all states legalize it. The drug 

can help in managing health issues like chronic pain and mental illness. Taking the drug 

increases their sensory responsible for feeling comfortable and forgetting about the pain they 

were experiencing. If alcohol and cigarettes are legal, which are most dangerous to the user's 

health, there is no objection to legalizing marijuana. Legal consistency is essential and should be 

embraced across the country. Thousands of lives are lost to the selling of cigarettes and alcohol, 

but for marijuana, there are no cases of overdose yet reported. 

Further, the legalization of marijuana for medicinal reasons can significantly impact the 

country's economy, primarily when it is restricted for recreational and discrimination for the 

state's tax base. For instance, since it legalized the drug, Colorado, in less than two months, was 

able to collect more than six million dollars as part of tax revenue. Thus, the states will benefit 

more from the legalization process through revenue collection, which can be used to enhance 

other sectors of service delivery like the healthcare system and national security (Gundersen 36). 

The cost the country incurs in enforcing legal policies that prohibit the use of marijuana can be 

used for other purposes. It implies that those states not legalizing marijuana use are denying 

themselves access to an opportunity, leading to a balanced budgetary system. The country will 

ease the burden of managing the prisons systems for individuals convicted of the illegal use of 

marijuana. 

Much has been discussed on marijuana illegalization as a world problem and in the US, 

affecting the health of many people regardless of their social classes or races. A lack of a legal 
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framework causes the impact of addiction due to marijuana use to allow people to use the drug 

for health benefits instead of restricting it, which influences many youths to abuse it. Thus, the 

research has demonstrated that the legalization of the drug in all states could help address the 

issue as doctors will be responsible for prescribing before being taken to avoid incidences of 

overdose and mental illness.  
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